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From "Fresh"
 to Senior
• there is ever need of proper dress. We cater especially
to the clothing needs ot college men — do particular
• custom work for the hard-to-please and have in stock
•
• at all times a splendid line of very newest Furnishings.
• Our new location 26 State Street is just below
• the East Side drug store. We're easy to find and we're
always glad to have callers.
•
; PULLEN & COMPANY,
•
; 26 STATE ST., BANGOR, ME.
•
..........••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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3 famous Ernes of Shoes
NOW CONTROLLED BY
JOHN CONNERS
40 11AIN ST., BANGOR.
First The Celebrated Humanic Shoe,
Price, $4.00 Net.
Second—The Hathaway, Soule & Harrington.
Third—The Celebrated Elite, $3.50 Shoes.
SOLE AGENTS FOR THE
ABOVE SHOES IN BANGOR.
Ten Per Cent. Dincount to U. of M. Students.
Fine ..
Printing
Commercial Office
MAIN STREET
BANGOR
Students, patronizx those who patronia' us.
THE CAMPUS
The University of Maine
A Public Institution Maintained by the State and
General Government
AI- • •-•-•-•-•-• +4-41-444-•-•-•-•-•-•-•÷
Undergraduate Courses
are: Classical, Latin-Scientific, Scientific, Chemical, Agricultural, Preparatory
Medical; Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering; Pharmacy (4 years),
Pharmacy (2 years); Short and special Courses in Agriculture; Military Drill.
Expenses
for university fees, board and rooms, $176.50. Loans covering tuition, are
provided for needy students. A new dormitory for women. Rooms in the
dormitories are free.
The School of Law,
at Bangor, offers a course of three years. The tuition charge is $60. Three
resident, and six other instructors.
The Faculty
includes 52 names ; students number 355.
The Equipment
includes 18 buildings large and small, 9 well equipped laboratories, the museum,
the herbarium, the shops, and library.
For illustrated catalogue, and circulars, address
A. W. HARRIS, President, Orono, Me.
THE CAMPUS
75 PER CENT.
OF THE
College Annuals
IN THE
New England
AND
Middle States
Have been illustrated this year with
plates made by
The Suffolk Engraving
AND
Electrotype Company
234236 Congress Street,
BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS.
Branch Office, 275 Washington Street.
QUALITY COUNTS.
PR+ESCOrn
Furniture Co.,
G. 13. FREELAND, Proprietor,
•
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
DEALERS IN
Furniture, Upholstery Goods,
Mattresses, Feathers,
Mirrors, Spring Beds, Etc.
Special Discount to Students.
FOX & ADAMS,
Fancy Bakers and Caterers.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN
confectionery, Ice Cream, Etc.
Ladies' and Gents' Cafe Connected.
Meals at all Hours.
27 Main St., = = Bangor, Me
E. T. FERNALD,
merchant tailor,
GRANITE BLOCK.
We do up to date
Tailoring in all its
branches.
I Foreign and Domestic Woolens.
I
• CONFIRMED STYLES.
Cash discount of ten per cent. to students.
I EAST MARKET SQUARE,
1SUCCESSOR TO
DAVID BUGBEE & CO.
GRANITE BLOCK,
NOS. 24 AND 26 CENTRAL STREET +
BANGOR ME.
FINE ENGRAVING.
••-•-•-•-• •-•-• -•-•-•-•-•  • -•  •
Advertisers want to know if their advertisement is noticed by the students.
E. F. bILLINGHAM,
BANGOR
STERLING SILVER
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
.3 Hammond Street,
Bangor
)r, Me
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C.
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THE FISK TEACHERS AGENCIES.
4 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.
156 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
1505 Penn. Ave., Washington, D. C.
378 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, HI.
25 King Street, West. Toronto, Can,
414 Century Building, Minneapolis, Minn.
533 Cooper Building, Denver, Colo.
420 Parrott Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
525 Stimson Block, Los Angeles,Cal
Ramsdell si halloran,
Photographers,
3 MAIN ST., BANGOR, ME.
Phone
46-4
Chas. H. Glass & Co.,
PRINTERS,
Post Office Avenue, Bancor, Me.
A FINE LINE OF COLLEGE
FOLDERS AND PROGRAMS
PRINTING IN BLACK AND
COLORS OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION.
Good Work.
Prompt Execution.
Modern Methods.
Correspondence Invited.
A lien's Wear Store.
If we had to live off men's wear alone, we couldn't sell men's fur-
nishings at the prices we do. We keep a men's wear store, how-
ever governed by the dry goods store idea. In Men's Underwear,
Hosiery, Neckwear, Dress and Fancy Shirts, etc., we carry those
sensible lines that men appreciate, and we sell them at economical
dry goods prices.
Men's Suit Cases at About Half.
I 
'T 
'
Comfort and
Coolness.
Comfortable Summer Underwear, Men's
Suits and drawers to keep cool in. We„have
a word to say about that sort. One can't keep
cool when crawling underwear plays ragtime
with his nerves. We have a ,special make of
balbriggan for hot weather wear. You can
keep cool in it with comfort.
Our Laundered and
Unlaundered White Shirts
, at coc and 75c each, are marvelous valus, the
full equal of those sold in "men's" stores at
75c and $1.00.
Cowhide or Bridle Leather Suit Cases
with double steel frames, double straps, sole
leather corners, patent lock; regular price
$5.5o and $6.00, at
$3.98 Each.
Leather Finish Pedroid .Suit Cases.
22 imicli size. $1.39 24 inch size. $1.49.
Regular prices above are $2.00 and $2.50.
Are you acquainted with our Book De-
partment? If not ‘ou ought to be.
A Discount of Ten Per Cent. From Our Lowest Prices to Stthdents.
The Fashion Annex, Wood & Ewer.
THE CAMPUS
3. h. T. Waling,
* Uienna cafe, *
oi Main Street, Bangor, Maine.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.
The Bridge Teachers' Agencies,
C. A. SCOTT & CO., Proprietors.
College, Academic and High School Work a Specialty
Agency Manual free on application.
OFFICES: 2A BEACON ST., BOSTON
Y. M. C. A. BLO., LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Have your Clothes Cleansed, Pressed
and Repaired at
E. J. POOLER'S
66 STATE ST., BANGOR, 11E.
9
C. A. LYON & CO.
INTERIOR DECORATORS.
Fine Carpets,
Rugs,
Draperies AND 
Wall Papers.
WE ARE
The only people in Bangor who make a
specialty of FINE WORK at. popular
prices.
Special Prices for students of the U of M.
58 Main Street, - - Bangor.
-"-++++++++++++++ 4-44+++++++++++ 
ALL KINDS
Cm Made Clothing AT ALL PRICES.
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Ready Made Clothing for tients or Ladies.
The best and most up-to-date establishment east of Boston is
20 and 22 State Street, Bangor, Me.
TEN PER CENT. DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
(SPECIAL. S1RL.ES EXCEPTED)
Free pressing ticket with $12.00 suit or overcoat can be obtained for the asking.
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Mention The Campus and it will greatly assist us.
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TH E CAMPUS
Published on the first and fifteenth of each month during
the college year by the students of the
University of Maine. •
EDITORIAL STAFF.
MANAGING EDITOR.
FRED H. H. BOGART, 1901.
ASSOCIATE EDITORS.
MARK J. BARTLETT, 1901.
ALSON II. ROBINSON, 1901.
SAMUEL D. THOMPSON, 1901.
FRANK W. KALLOM, 1902.
ALVIN M. WATSON, 1902.
RALPH M. CONNOR, 1903.
SANFORD C. DINSMORE, 1903.
jottx H. HILLIARD, 1903.
BUSINESS STAFF.
WALES R. BARTLL1T. 1901, - Business Mgr.
P. EDWARD MCCARTHY, 1902, Asst. Business Mgr.
Terms: $1.50 per year, strictly in advance; single
copies to cents.
Address all business communications and make all
checks payable to W. R. Bartlett, Business Manager,
Orono, Me.
Contributions from undergiadiates and alumni are
earnestly solicited. They should be addressed to the
Managing Editor.
Entered at the Post Office at Orono, Me., as second-class
mail matter.
PRINTED BY J. P. BASS & CO.
STUDENTS' DIRECTORY.
TRAINS-Leave Orono for Bangor at 6.46, 8.57. 9.57.
10.52, A M. 12.45. 1.42, 2.52, 402, 7.12 P.M.
Leave Orono for points north of Old Town at 7.21 A. M. ;
2.28, 5.04. 6.53 P.M.
Leave Bangor for Orono at 4.35, 7.00, 8.30. 11.30 A. M.;
1.15, 2 05, 2.50, 4.00, 4.45. 5.30, 6 30, 11.05 P.M.
Leave Bangor for the south and west at 7. 15 \.M ; 1.35,
8.09. 11.45 P.M.
Leave Bangor for Bar Harbor at 6.00, 9.30 A.M : 4 50
P M.
ELEcratcs-Cars leave Bangor at 5 30 A.M. and each
half hour thereafter until 9.00 P.M.; after 9.00 p.m. on
even hours until moo P.m. Cars arrive at U. of M. flits-
minutes after leaving Bangor. Cars pass the campus
going north, tom. of and 2om. past the hour; goinga a
south, 20m. of and to m. past the hour.
MAILS-Leave Orono for points south and west at 6.30
A.m.; 12.40, 6.40 P.M. For points north at 6.30 A M;
2.10 P.M. Arrive at Orono from points south and west
at 7.40 A M. ; 5.30, 7.10 P.M. From points north at 1.10,
7.10 P.M.
The boats of the Boston Sz Bangor S. S. Co. leave
Bangor for Boston. stopping at Rockland and interme-
diate landings, on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 11.00 A M.
The college library is open from 8.00 to 12.00 A.M. and
from 1.30 to 5.30 P.M.
The college office is open from 8.00 to 12.00 A.M., also
from 1.30 to 5.00 P.M., but only matters of special im-
portance should be submitted during the latter hours.
EDITORIALS.
IIE CAMPUS begins the new century with
the brightest of prospects for a success-
ful future, even though the rapid growth
of the university will demand of it even more
rapid advancement as the scope of its useful-
ness broadens. and it becomes more and more
to be recognized as the representative of the
students of the University of Maine 4)ii all
matters both local and intercollegiate.
Each successive year is certain to add to the
usefulness of the college paper as tlle
need of it is more widely felt and this means
that each year is also to add to the wf ,rk
which must be done in preparing the pages of
the paper to meet the increasing needs satisfac-
torily. Whether men are now being developed
who will be willing to make the additional
sacrifice of time and ability which will be neces-
sary to carry on this work successfully is an
open question. That there is ability enough is
not to he doubted. There is little doubt even
as to the presence of men here who woukl he
willing to work and work hard provided there
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was some compensation to follow their efforts.
But the condition of the paper at present, while
exceedingly bright in view of the many expres-
sions of satisfaction with its work which are
coming to us constantly, does not
warrant the assurance of any finan-
cial compensation for services ' rendered,
nor can promise be given that
the man who shall serve his college faithfully
and well as an editor of its newspaper shall re-
ceive the honor which the same effort might
bring him if extended in some other direc-
tion, or which would be his if he were to serve
in the same capacity on the editorial board of
any one of a majority of college publications.
But that such a condition exists today is no
sign it will exist five years from now or even
one year. The time is coming when it will be
one of the highest honors in college to "make"
the CAMPUS board and the sooner that time
comes the better it will be for the interest of
the college. Just how such a condition is to be
developed is a serious question but we believe
that the simplest solution to the problem is to be
found in a sharp and extensive competition for
places on the editorial staff. What the
CAMPUS needs to make it a success and to ac-
complish the end just spoken of, is a staff of
able, self-sacrificing and hard-working editors,
who will each carry his share of the work no
. - •
matter how much his personal plans may be in-
terfered with. Such an efficient working force
cannot be brought together by any haphazard
method of election to membership, but must be
the result of self-development in a sense, in
other words it must follow a competition which
shall have brought out the best equipped men
in college for the work required.
Elsewhere in this issue will be found a brief
notice of the competition for places on the
board of next year which is elected during
the second week in April. The men which
shall be chosen at that time will make or mar
the college paper for the next college year and
on the work they shall do depends to a certain
degree the reputation of the university. Is it
not of the utmost importance, then, that this
matter receive most careful attention at the
hands of every student? We have no doubt
but that next year would see all previous attain-
ments put in the shade if the students that are
to be upper classmen then would take up this
work in earnest and see that each class was
strongly represented in the competitive work.
Honors and monetary compensation might not
follow at once but they wouM come very soon
and having come, the problem of successful
management would be reduced to a very simple
one.
Each class at the earliest opportunity should
appoint every member who is known to be in-
terested in such work to represent it in the com-
petition and then should see that representa-
tives so appointed are true to the trust imposed
upon them. Such a course could but bring
good results, and would doubtless effect a great
change in the efficiency of THE CAMPUS.
A RECENT issue of the Bowdoin Orientcontained editorial comment upon a
statement of one of the professors of
that institution in regard to "cramming for
exams." Not only did the professor believe
that cramming was an entirely creditable meth-
od of preparing one's self to meet the trials of
examination week but he was quoted as saying
that he knew many men who traced their suc-
cess in life directly to what seems to us a .most
uncertain method of increasing one's store of
knowledge. Whatever general conditions may
exist in a classical college to warrant such a
statement we do not know; it is more than
probable that at the time the words were
spoken ‘vhicIr have been quoted, special condi-
tions were present which called for their utter-
ance. However this may be, such an idea
should not be harbored for a minute by a man
in a technical institution for it could only prove
a delusion and a snare.
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The student who is training himself to be an
engineer has need of something besides a store
of facts; he needs to be more than an encyclo-
pedia of all matters technical, as the failure of
so many "honor men" to succeed in their pro-
fession has often proven. What the engineer
needs, especially if he is to advance in after
years through no influence of friends but on
straight ability, is to be trained to apply himself
without question or hesitation to the tasks set
by his superiors, to take interest in his work
because it is his work, and to be acute in ob-
servation and fruitful in expedients. Experi-
ence has shown that where "book learning" will
utterly fail, these qualities will carry a man to
the front in any branch of engineering.
The student who faithfully performs the pre-
scribed work of the courses as arranged in the
majority of technical colleges of this country,
will find as his college ‘vork draws to a close
that beside the knowledge he has gained, the
above qualities have to a greater or less extent
become a part of his life. Not so with the man
Nvho has passed his examinations by a few days
of mental compression just before the "final"
came. He may get the knowledge and retain
it, but the keystone of the structure Ile has been
building has been rejected and should such a
man ever become a manufacturer he could be
counted on to lack sympathy with his workmen,
foresight into commercial conditions, and ten
chances to one in spite of his ability to shove
things through at the last minute, his orders
you'd be tilled a month or so late. There is
pretty strong evidence coming up from time to
time, that there is nothing very precious among
the possessions of this world that can be gained
without hard and constant work. If a student
can get more good from a few hours' hard
‘vork in unnatural and unhealthful application
to a subject than can be gained by the man who
spends five months in a consistent and faithful
study of it then there is something sadly wrong
with our present educational system.
77
ELSEWHERE in this issue is to be found  aquotation from the message of Gov.Hill,
relating to the past work of this univer-
sity and the proposed legislation to provide for
its needs.
In view of the great necessity for a new en-
gineering building including departments for
practical, instruction in all branches of wood
and iron construction work, it would seem as
if the state would not hesitate an instant to
make the needed appropriation. The fact that
the old building now used as a shop is a menace
to the health of those who must endure the
chilling draughts which find no difficulty in
penetrating its imperfect covering, should of
itself he sufficient cause for prompt and
generous action on the part of the legislators,
but when it is considered that the present build-
ing is entirely inadequate for the needs of the
mechanical and electrical departments and that
the heating and lighting plant is now being run
at fully twice its normal capacity it would seem
that the reputation of the state would demand
the passage without question of such a measure
as will provide for the immediate removal of
the inconveniences that now have to be endured.
Whether this will be the case, and the desired
appropriation be passed with little or no opposi-
tion we cannot tell, but from previous
experience it would seem doubtful if any such
good fortune would be the lot of the University
of Maine this year. However bright the pros-
pect may seem for a happy issue out of all our
troubles, it is not hest to let a single opportunity
pass that may be the means of advancing the
interests of the state university. At first
thought a student might feel that there was
little or nothing for him to do in carrying for.. 
wardthis work. But this is far from the case.
The facts that we have stated in regard to thc
need of an engineering building will doubtless
be held up before the state assembly time and
time again before the crisis in the matter comes;
it may even be published broadcast through the
papers of the state and yet %ye are firm in our
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belief that were you, who are students from
Maine's cities and towns, to write a personal
letter to your representative stating these needs
and appealing to him for careful thought and
action on the matter, it would have more effect
than a hundred discussions of the matter in the
press or in legislative halls.
Let the whole state know that the .studcnIs
of this college want this thing. as well as the
faculty and trustees, and a mighty force will
have been added to help in the work of edu-
cating the state to the condition and need; of its
university.
U. OF M. LEGISLATION.
(Extract from (bov. Hill's Message to the State Assembly.)
"The State University is in a prosperous
condition, having about 360 students, of whom
more than six-sevenths are residents of this
state. Its most popular courses are those in
engineering, and the best equipped those in
agriculture; but the scope of its work is of the
very broadest character, and also includes a
classical course, a similar course without Greek,
a scientific course without Latin or Greek, a
course in preparation for medicine. and courses
in chemistry and pharmacy. The School of
Law, located in Bangor, has been well received.
and is gaining the approval of those well quali-
fied to judge of its work.
"Nearly two-thirds of the income of the uni-
versity is derived from the general government,
the remainder being provided by the state. It
having been the policy of the state to reduce
students' expenses as much as possible, the re-
ceipts from this source are comparatively small.
The trustees have used the funds available to
secure teachers, apparatus and facilities for in-
struction, rather than to construct large and
expensive buildings, and have been governed by
the restrictions of the United States appropria-
tions vhich forbid the use of any part of these
funds for the erection or repair of buildings.
"During the past two years the trustees have
constructed a drill hall and a gymnasium, now
nearly finished, which will be paid for by
private subscriptions, and it is understood that
the legislature will not be asked for any assist-
ance in its completion. An astronomical obser-
vatory has also been built, and a large telescope
set up. The equipment in electrical engineer-
ing and in the natural sciences has been largely
increased, and the buildings of the agricultural
department have received extensive repairs and
additions.
The trustees in their report will urge the
erection of a building for the department of
mechanical and electrical engineering, to con-
tain recitation rooms, drawing rooms, iron
working and carpenter shops, a foundry and
forge shops. They state that the building 110W
in use N'as erected when the university had a
comparatively small number of students; that it
is a cheap wooden structure. inadequate for the
purpose. and in. bad repair; and that no appro-
priation for the erection of a building has been
made for ten years, although since that time the
number of teachers and students has increased
threefold. The equipment of the university is
thoroughly creditable, and it unquestionably
affords an exceptional opportunity for young
men and women to secure an education at a
very moderate cost. You will. I am sure, give
its interests careful attention, and take such
action as the needs of the institution and the
financial condition of the state seem to war-
rant.-
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THE CAMPUS wishes all its
readers a happy and successfu;
year.
B. F. Faunce is taking a five
dollar course in electrical en-
gineerilig.
Colds are very prevalent, due
to the sudden rise in temperature during last
week.
Many of the seniors are already hard at work
on their theses. A complete list of the subjects
will be printed in an early issue of THE
CAMPUS.
It looks decidedly as though the U. of M. Gas
and Gasoline Engine Co. would be the next in
order. The shop is a very lively place just at
present, there being at least six explosive
motors in various stages of construction.
L. M. Swasey, ex-'01, has returned to col-
lege. .
During the spring term a course is to be
given on The Theory of Equation by Prof. Siff.
L. E. Smith, '03, has gone to California to
visit his parents.
The Athletic officers so far chosen are as fol-
lows: S. P. Davis, manager of baseball team;
H. M. Carr, captain of baseball team; Luther
Peck, manager of football eleven; Carlos Dorti-
cos, captain of football eleven: P. Edward Mc-
Carthy, manager of track team; F. M. Davis,
captain of track team.
At a meeting of the junior class. held Jan. 9,
the following committee was chosen for the
Junior Prom.: E. W. Ross, B. N. Moore, S. P.
Davis, J. C. Warren, R. Whittier.
Geo. Larrabee, 'oo, was on the campus re-
cently.
At the forty-first national convention of the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity, held in Bos-
ton, Dec. 27-29, two charters were granted,
one to the local society at the University of
Pennsylvania, and another to the Iota Phi so-
ciety of the University of Maine. The Sigma
Alpha Epsilon Fraternity was founded in 1856
at the University of Alabama. In September,
1900, the fraternity consisted of fifty-six chap-
ters with 986 active members.
The testing department of the General Elec-
tric Co. of Schenectady, N. Y., held a notable
dinner in Albany on Dec. 8. Those present
represented sixty colleges, twenty-seven states
and fourteen nations. The unusual number of
different college yells heard after dinner was a
remarkable feature. "Maine- was represented
by two men, F. A. Noyes and Julian S. Dunn,
both of the class of 1900.
Work on the 1902 Prism has begun in
earnest since the Xmas recess. The board of
editors is as follows: Editor-in-chief, N. A.
Chase; associate editors, Marion G. Boland,
E. J. Bartlett, H. W. Kneeland, F. W. Kallom,
E. S. True, A. C. Lyon, James O'Halloran;
artist, H. E. Cole. The business manager is
Harry Carr, who has G. S. Freeman for his
assistant.
E. W. Delano, 1902. has the position as
second door-keeper in the house of representa-
tives for this session of the Maine legislature,
now in progress in Augusta. There were two
candidates in the field against him for this much
coveted position, but the fact that he has per-
formed the duties of this office in a very credit-
able manner for two successive sessions was no
doubt a strong factor in his securing the posi-
tion for the third term.
The work of the musical clubs has greatly
improved of late and there is now no doubt but
that a successful season will be the result of the
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year's work. The Orono concert will be given
about Feb. Is, soon after which a concert tour
will be taken through Piscataquis county.
Every man who is now working with the clubs
should allow nothing to hinder him from
attending practice regularly as a single absence
now cannot but interrupt the work of all those
who are present.
Edwin B. Ross, '02, spent a part of his
Christmas vacation in New York city.
Alan L. Bird, 'oo, was on the campus visit-
ing friends Friday, Jan. 4.
The dates for the mid-winter "exams" were
posted Monday m( Tiling. Now for two weeks
of hard study in preparation for them.
During the Christmas vacation improve-
ments were made in the Beta House to enable
the members to board in their chapter house.
The. "chef" arrived the latter part of the recess
and had everything in order for them on their
return to college.
The attention of all readers is called to the
notice of the beginning of competitive work for
the next CAMPUS board which is given in a
separate column of this issue. All who may be
interested in such work but who have never
attempted anything of the kind \you'd do well
to talk with the editor or manager of the paper
at once in regard to it.
The University of Maine chapter of Beta
Theta Pi entertained their friends at a dancing
party at their chapter house on the Tuesday
evening before the Christmas recess. A large
number of Bangor, Oldtown and Orono people
was present. Light refreshments were served
during the evening. The music was furnished
by Messrs. Pullen and Ringwall of Bangor.
Alexander Taylor, '04. and Luther Bradford,
03, have left college for a while. they having
accepted positions as school teachers. Taylor
is teaching in Eddington and Bradford in
Turner, Maine.
Prof. and Mrs. R. K. Jones visited in Boston
(luring the Christmas recess.
Dr. 0. F. Lewis was in Boston through the
holidays.
A most interesting meeting of the scientific
association was held Wednesday evening, Jan.
9, in Wingate Hall. The principal paper of
the evening was given by Prof. Hart upon the
recent eclipse of the sun as seen by himself and
associates at the U. S. Naval Oliservatory sta-
tion at Barnesville, Georgia. The lecture of
Prof. Hart was of 2. popular yet instructive
nature, was illustrated by some very fine
stereopticon views and proved very interesting.
Preceding the presentation of this paper, Prof.
Stevens gave some very valuable and interest-
ing scientific notes.
The regular weekly meeting of the Y. M.
C. A. was held on Wednesday evening, Jan. 9,
in the association room, Oak Hall. The sub-
ject of the meeting was. Who shall be my leader
for the new year? It was conducted by the
president of the association.
On Friday evening. Jan. 4, a Beta dinner
was held at the Bangor House. Nearly
all the members of the U. of M. chapter were
present as yell as a number of men from the •
Bowdoin chapter and a large delegation of
alumni from different parts of the state. After
the banquet was served a number of toasts were
responded to from members of the different
chapters represented, Prof. R. K. Jones
officiating as toastmaster.
The Junior Mechanical and Electrical society
met in Wingate Hall on Jan. 8. at 7 p. m. Mr.
Kelley presented a paper on a recent patent for
a variable speed contrivance capable of being
advantageously attached to bicycles and auto-
mobiles. Mr. Rackliffe gave some of the use-
ful points picked up in his experience in electric
railway work. These meetings are growing:in
attendance and interest and are rapidly becom-
ing a strong feature in the work of the
engineering students.
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WHO SHALL WEAR THE M?
The executive committee of the athletic asso-
ciation have adopted the following resolutions.
subject to the approval of the association:
I. The 'varsity initial shall be awarded in
football for playing two (2) entire college
games or four halves, or any part thereof; it
being understood that any player beginning a
game and being taken out on account of injury
shall receive credit for a full game.
11. In baseball the 'varsity initial shall be
awarded to those playing three entire college
games, except the pitcher, who shall pitch two
entire games or at least sixteen (16) innings;
the same conditions holding in regard to in jnry
as in football.
III. In track athletics the 'varsity ,initial
shall be awarded to those men winning a point
or a fraction thereof at the New England inter-
collegiate meet, to those winning a point in the
Maine meet, to those breaking college records
and to members of winning relay teams con-
testing with other colleges.
IV. In tennis the 'varsity initial shall be
conferred to winners of college championship
in singles and doubles and also to winning rep-
resentatives of the college in singles and doubles
in an intercollegiate tournament.
V. The 'varsity initial shall be awarded to
the managers of 'varsity football, baseball and
track teams with the distinction that the M shall
be underlined.
VI. The 'varsity initial may be worn on
sweater, jersey and cap and on track men's run-
ning shirts. The initial on sweater, jersey and
running shirt shall be a plain M, "5 by 6" in
size and that on the cap shall not exceed
"1 IA by I2" in size. The baseball shirt shall
bear across the breast the word Maine in plain,
letters not exceeding "4" in height.
VII. No 'varsity initial shall be worn with
or without other letters except under the fore-
going conditions.
MT. VERNON NOTES.
Dr. 0. F. Lewis passed the Christmas holi-
days in Boston.
Mr. R. M. Packard, tutor in mathematics,
spent part of the Christmas recess at the home
of Mr. C. G. Weston in Madison.
Mr. Wm. A. Beck, tutor in physics, visited
many places of interest in Boston during the
holidays.
Mr. C. H. Lombard, assistant in civil en-
gineering, and Mr. W. H. Caswell, assistant in
physics, remained 'at the Mt. Vernon House
during the vacation and passed a very pleasant
time.
Mr. C. P. Weston, instructor in civil en-
gineering, Mr. E. C. Whiton, tutor in modern
languages, and Mr. F. H. Vose, tutor in
mechanical engineering, passed the holidays at
their respective homes.
All the young ladies of the Mt. Vernon
House returned to their homes for the Christ-
mas recess.
Miss Emily Hamlin, 'oT, enjoyed a visit iii
Boston throughout the Christmas recess.
During the vacation the lower hall of the
Mt. Vernon House was papered with a very
handsome olive green paper. Some of the pic-
tures belonging to the Art Guild have been
hung on the walls, thus improving exceedingly
the appearance of the hall. The work was
done under the direction of the Art Guild
and praise is due to Prof. Huddilston for the
artistic effects.
On the evening of Dec. 13th a candy party
was held in the Mt. Vernon house. Various
kinds of delicious candy were made and corn
was popped in the open fireplace in the dining
room. The evening was pleasantly passed in
games, (lancing and singing college songs.
A week before Christmas the people of the
Mt. Vernon House held a Christmas tree in
the dining room. The. tree was decorated with
colored candles, strings of pop-corn and bags of
candy. Dr. Lewis took the part of Santa Claus
and performed his duty- to the entire satisfac-
tion of all. Many presents, both useful and
ornamental, were received by every one.
8, THE CAMPUS
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The honor of naming the councilor for the
fourth district came again to Kennebec county
and the party has chosen wisely and well in
Oakland, but in a year moved to Waterville,
where he has since resided. His practice ha,
1,een a growing one, and besides he has given
much time to politics, having been county
attorney, attorney general and senator. In his
public life he has always been a champion of
things that tend toward progress. In speak
ing of him the Waterville Mail Says:
"As a citizen of the town. Mr. Haines has
done as much as any one man to elevate Water-
ville to the high place which it occupies among
44.
W. T. Haines, of Waterville.
selecting Hon. William T. Haines of Witer-
ville, the retiring attorney general. Mr.
Haines adds one more lawyer to the council, but
he is also i good business man. The council
needs both and when they are combined in one
and the same person so much the better.
Born in Levant, Me.. Aug. 7, 1854. he fitted
for college at the East Corinth academy and
after finishing his four years' course here he
attended the Albany Law School, graduating
from there in 1878. He first opened an office in
the cities of the commonwealth. He is always
to be counted on to assist in every enterprise
which has the advancement of the city or state
for its end. He will be a valuable member of
the council."
The Jan. 4 issue of the Industrial Journal.
published in Bangor. comes out in new and
attractive form, it being the twenty-first anni-
versary of the establishment of that publication.
Henceforth the Journal will be in pamphlet
form and will contain many features of interest
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and profit that were not formerly to be found
among its pages. The "Anniversary Edition"
reflects great credit upon Mr. E. M. Blanding,
the editor, and if it may be taken as a repre-
sentative of succeeding issues, the paper will
undoubtedly be a greater success than ever.
The publication in its present form is finely
illustrated and while much of its reading matter
is devoted to the commercial interests of Maine,
it contains numerous articles of general interest.
'8i.
In our previous issue mention was made of
the marriage of Henry W. Brown, but no de-
tails were given. Below we print a more
extended account:
The marriage of Prof. Henry W. Brown and
Miss Una Estelle Cross occurred at the resi-
dence of the bride's parents in Bristol, N. H.,
last Wednesday, in the presence of the im-
mediate friends and a few invited guests. Rev.
J. W. Savage of Bristol officiated and the cere-
mony was in accordance with the Episcopal
form.
Both of the contracting parties are members
of the faculty of the New Hampton literary in
stitution at New Hampton, N. H., the groom
as teacher of sciences and the bride as teacher
of music.
Prof. Brown was graduated from the Uni -
versity of Maine in 1881, after which he pur-
sued graduate N0)rk for two years at Yale. For
thirteen years he has taught natural science at
New Hampton with success, and he now hold;
the position of vice principal of the institution.
Miss Cross has been twice graduated from
the Nev Hampton institution, and has pursued
thorough courses in music in Boston and else..
where. After a tour in Connecticut, New York
and elsewhere they return to New Haw.-
ton, where they vill 0 ,nti nue their work at the
school.
Prof. Brown ti ik his degrees here in 1881 and
1885. He was a pr, minent man in. the Q. T. V.
fraternity and winner it the sophomore prize
in declamation. He caught for two seasons on
the 'varsity, and was adjutant of the battalion.
He is a writer of articles upon popular science
and a progressive teacher.
91.
Miss Katie E. Farrington of Gardiner and
Mr. H. V. Starrett of Warren were united in
marriage, Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 1, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Maxey, Brunswick
avenue, Gardiner. The ceremony was per •
formed by Rev. A. T. Ringold of the First Bap-
tist church, in the presence of only a few of the
most intimate friends. Miss Farrington is well
known in Gardiner, having been clerk for W. E.
Maxey at his insurance office for the last few
years. They will reside in Warren.
'93.
Mr. Walter B. Crosby of Massachusetts was
recently appointed to the responsible position
of road engineer for Baltimore county, Mary-
land. This position was not secured by politi-
cal influence, for the politicians were arrayed
solidly against him, but by his reputation and
fitness for the place. Among his supporters
were many of the best known men of the
county, who participate in politics solely for
the benefit of the community. These showed
to Gov. Smith the desirability of securing for
the position a man who had shown special
ability along the lines called for. Mr. Crosby
was this man, having served Nv i t h distinction on
the Massachusetts highway commission and be-
ing recommended by the men in charge. The
position is a lucrative one, and though the in
may be removed at any time for cause
the law insures him virtually a life term,
which permits the development of the best
possible system of road improvement and its
methodical and consecutive prosecution.
'94.
The address of Herbert Murray is 131 Mont -
gomery St., San Francisco, Cal. He has lateli
returned from Nome, where Ire is interested in
the Koagrock mining district.
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The present address of F. G. Gould is KAPPA SIGMA CONCLAVE.
Mechipicoten Harbor, Canada.
Mr. Wendell W. Chase, lately with the
Massachusetts highway commission, has just
been appointed chief draughtsman for the
Massachusetts Topographical Survey Commis-
sion; office, Room 138 State House, Boston.
C. S. Webster, '98 and Norton & Hall have
issued a circular letter, announcing the com-
bination of the firm of Norton & Hall and J. H.
& C. S. Webster. The new firm makes special-
ty of fire and marine insurance with headquar-
ters in the city of Portland.
L. N. Edwards is in the employ of the Riter-
Conley Mfg. Co., instead of the Keystone
Bridge Works, as stated in our last issue. Ad-
dress, No. 1920 Chartiers St., Allegheny, Penn.
.99-
A. L. Grover is reading law in the office of
Herrick and Park, Bethel, Maine.
Word has just been received here that
Palmer, who has been at work for the past year
in the testing department of the General Electric
Co., has been badly burned about the face and
shoulders by an accident at the works of that
company. Details of the unfortunate occur-
rence cannot be procured but it is to be hoped
that no serious results ‘vill follow.
1900.
Wallace A. Weston, who has been in the em-
ploy of the Algoma Central railway, at Mechi-
picoten Harbor, is at the General Hospital re-
covering from typhoid fever. He will return
to his home in Madison as soon as he is able to
travel.
Tlw address of M. C. Hart is 4301 Davison
Street. Pittsburgh, Pa.
C. \V. Stowell is principal of the Hallowell
I ugh school.
.The fourteenth biennial grand conclave of
the Kappa Sigma fraternity was held in Phila-
delphia Nov. 28, 29 and 30, with headquarters
at the Continental Hotel.
There were members present from the
North, East, South and West to the number of
two hundred and twenty-five.
On Wednesday morning the welcome ad-
dress was delivered. The afternoon was given
up to business, and in the evening a smoker
was given at the Alpha Epsilon chapter house
in 'West Philadelphia, where the delegates were
entertained by musicians who played popular
airs upon the banjo and guitar with piano ac -
companiment.
On Thursday morning the routine business
was taken up, and after a sumptuous dinner, it
being Thanksgiving Day, the delegates went to
witness a football game between Pennsylvania
and Cornell, after which they spent two or
three hours visiting the places of interest about
the city. In the evening a dance was given at
Houston Hall, the students' club at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania.
Business occupied the time on Friday till
two o'clock when the final adjournment was
made. The remainder of the afternoon was
given to sight seeing.
The final meeting was Friday evening at the
banquet and ball, which was made exceedingly
lively by some of the Philadelphia wits.
Those present from Psi Chapter were: J. S.
Ferguson, 'Albion Moulton, G. H. Davis and
L. G. Varney.
44+44+
THE OTHER 95 PER CENT.
In a few months there will go out from the
various technical schools of the United States
:! great number of students who have completed
the prescribed courses of engineering which
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each has decided to pursue. Each one expects
in a few years to become a C. E., M. E., or E. E.
and hopes to attain prominence in his respective
vocation. Each realizes the advantages, pe-
cuniary and otherwise, that result from
eminence in the profession, but very few give
sufficient thought to the obstacles which are to
be overcome before they reach the desired
eminence. Still there is a sense that the beauti-
ful and apparently perfect air castles that were
built during the first years of college life have
become modified, until, with commencement
close at hand, the student begins to realize that
the time and money spent in a college educa-
tion has not excepted him from the struggle oi
life. For a while he expects that his educa-
tion will at least be a great help; but, when he
finds some of his old acquaintances that did not
go to college already in responsible positions
and becomes conscious that he could not step
into these position and assume their duties, he
thinks that there is some discrepancy some-
where. or that, after all, technical training 18 not
appreciated as it should be. Unless the stu-
dent has the good fortune to have a "pull" there
is a great liability that he will finally endeavor
to find a position where he is not likely to be
visited by his friends and there start with a
small beginning and hope that with steady at-
tention to work the opportunity will soon come
when he can use his training and advance
rapidly. Such is a sensible way of looking at
the problem; but how many there are who meet
with disappointment in their expectations and
then drift from one thing to another until they
give up engineering altogether.
Of the total number of engineering students
graduated from technical schools, only five per
(ent. really become engineers. Some have
drifted out of their course, influenced largely by
circumstances; others, and these constitute the
larger per cent., have found that they did not
"have it in them- to become engineers.
What really constitutes an engineer? Wc
have a range that varies all the way from the
"engineers" of a threshing machine to the con-
structive manager of a large engineering works,
to all of whom this term may be applied. But,
in the proper sense, an engineer is a person who
thoroughly understands many of the principles
relating to any one branch of engineering and,
also, their applications in commercial work.
Nov the question arises, Is the graduate of
the technical school qualified to become an en-
gineer either at graduation or subsequently? If
we were to choose out the most promising stu-
dents and use them as examples, the conclusion
would be that they will become engineers in the
true sense of the term as soon as their technical
training is supplemented by the requisite
amount of experience. But these seem to be
but five per cent. of the total, and a new question
naturally arises, What becomes of the other
ninety-five per cent? A multitude of other
questions will likewise come up, such as: Why
is there such a large proportion of unsuccessful
engineers? Is it a fault of the schools, or is it
because of an over-supply? Is it the graduate
who is at fault; and, if so, why educate him:
In considering the above it is important to
keep in mind that it is not the successful en-
gineer that is the subject of discussion, but is
that class that constitutes the indifferent and
less promising of the graduates; also, that the
true value of the discussion is brought out by
comparing the college training with the require-
ments that arise after the student gets out into
actual work.
The life of a student is considerably different
from that which he is supposed to be fitting
himself for. In the modern college the student
lives comparatively in luxury and, contrary to
his opinion of it, he is very likely to have more
time at his disposal than lie will have when
he gets into actual work. Four years of such
life will tend to cultivate a habit of accepting
the results of the investigation of authorities
and unless counteracted will have a powerful
influence in destroying originality. The little
work that may be obtained (luring summer
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vacation will help some, but not much, to cor-
rect this tendency. In college the student is
too easily satisfied with indifferent results and
spends a great amount of time in attaining
them. To the average student it is a rude
awakening that comes when he is suddenly
plunged into the commercial world and realizes
for the first time the ruling power of the
"almighty dollar."
It is largely due to this fact that there is
such a large proportion who do not succeed,
and it is here that there is a possibility that
the college is at fault. High schools offer
courses that fit for college and only one in ten
who go through the high school continue their
education and enter college. In the same way,
the college tends to over-educate the majority
of students in order to fit a few for the more
important positions. The majority have not
the capacity to become engineers; and, since
the tendency of their education has been to
make such of them, the result is an over supply
of technically educated men, striving for posi-
tions that they cannot fill. They have not
the many other requirements that 'must supple-
ment the education—such as a knowledge of
how to handle employes, a keen sense of the
limitations in the use of their technical train-
ing, and above all, a liberal supply of good,
s, mild. practical common sense and judgment.
Now, is the time and money well spent in
educating such men as will not be included in
the successful five per cent.? Consideration
will show that there are reasons for answering
the question in the affirmative. The demands
of the modern manufacturing and power plant
must be met by a supply of men having a
knowledge of something more than the simple
"rule of thumb." The man of a few years
back was required to set the valves of an engine
so that it would run quietly; today, there is the
added requirement that the engine must run
economically. In all branches of modern en-
gineering the strict economy that requires care-
ful tests to produce and maintain also
requires to conduct these tests and main-
tain the economy, men above the average but
whose remuneration shall not be so expensive
as to be beyond this same principle of economy.
It is this that is creating a place for the techni-
cal graduate such as is here considered.
In conclusion, it may be said of the student
that is likely to enter this field that he should
make every effort to inform himself on all
practical, every-day points and ideas that he
possibly can while in college in order that he
may have just that much of a start .when he
enters into practical work. He should also
study as carefully to understand the limitations
of the use of technical training as to under-
stand its applications. Such men as this, even
if they do not attain the highest success, will
surely find positions of usefulness and profit
and be a credit to themselves, their profession
and their alma mater.
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The Franklin Typewriter.
A. L. ROBINSON, ;
PRICE $75.00
Is the Simplest, Easiest, Fastest Running and Most
Durable Typewriter on the market.
A POWERFUL MANIFOLDER.
Second-hand Typewriters, all makes, Bought,
Stdd, and Rented. Typewriters sold on the install-
ment plan. For particulars address or call on
State Agent. 99 Main Street, Auburn, Maine.
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NOTICES.
All persons intending to compete for posi-
tions on the editorial staff of this paper for tile
year 1901-1902 will kindly hand their names
to the managing editor on or before Jan. 25.
The numbers chosen from each class will be as
follows: Junior, five; sophomore, three, and
freshman, two. The appointments will be made
by the present board of editors and all students
who enter the competition will be judged
solely from the quality of the work done.
All persons intending to compete for posi-
tions on the business staff should hand theil
names at once to the business manager, that
work may be assigned them.
Hereafter the numerous exchanges received
by THE CAMPUS will be placed upon the table-
in the southwest corner of the reading room,
Coburn Hall, for the use of all who may he
interested in the news of the colleges.
Masonry--Steel Construction, Docks, Bridges
EDWIN DWIGHT GRAVES
Member American Society of Ch il Engineers
Consultation Solicited HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
STEPHEN LANE FOLGER,
200 BROADWAY,
Watches—Diamonds—Jewelry.
Club and College Pins and Rings.
Gold and Silver Medals.
NEW YORK.
TO THE DEAF.
A rich lady, cured of her deafness and noises
in the head by Dr. Nicholson's Artificial Ear
Drums, gave Sio,000 to his Institute, so that
deaf people unable to procure the Ear Drums,
may have them free. Address No. 4783, The
Nicholson Institute, 780 Eighth Avenue, N. V.
H. J. COVELLE, Optician Specialist,
(Graduate Spencer Optical Institute, New York.)
Ten years experience in practical refraction work.
Complete prescription department in connection.
Scientific lens grinding—Highest quality—Fair prices.
54 Main Street, BANGOR.
The Improved
BOSTON
GARTER
The Standard
for Gentlemen
ALWAYS EASY
The Name "BOSTON
GARTER" is stamped
"PIE on every loop.
CUSHION
BUTTON
gV 
+_CLASP
Lies flat to the leg—never
Slips, Tears nor Unfastens.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
Sample pair, Silk Cotton
Mulled .... itttilt of pr]..
GEO. FROST CO , Makers,
Boston, Blass., U.S.A.
OW-EVERY PAIR WARRANTED-1W
OUR
Hat and Furnishings are what you need if you
wish to dress right. NVe have exclusive patterns
in Shirts that can not be found in every store.
Wilson Hats,
Riton's Gloves,
Waterhouse Neckwear,
Aie (ior trade getters.
"THE HUB 9
Harry D. Stessart,
florae, Oliver Rid,
State and Exchange Sts.
"Come in and See Us." We enjoy Callers.
Students, patronize those who patronize us.
•: COMPANY
Ten per cent discount to students
floney refunded If not satistactor
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Strictly
One Price?
We do not hesitate to say that
keep the largest and best selected stock
of Dry and Yancy Goods kept in Ban-
gor. if e make a specialty of Men's
Furnishing Goods including fine Shoes,
Dress Suit Cases, Umbrellas, Hosieu.
Cuffs and Collars, Handkerchiefs, etc.
We sell goods at strictly one low
price. We will refund the money to
any customer who will say they can
buy the same goods cheaper slsewhere.
Bring in your sisters, mothers and
aunts if you wish to buy an out-
side garment of any description at fly
lowest possible price.
The E. C. _Nichols Co.
We Lead the Procession
IN THE FINEST LINE OF
Gents' Clothing and Furnishing Goods
o be found east of Boston: This has been a cold spring, but we have got the hot stuff on our
tables that are bargains. No fancy prices but we have got the fancy stuff, and can
show you the nobbiest line of suit patterns carefully selected from fancy
check and striped worsteds with bal.- single and double
breasted and six button vests _YOU ever looked at.
Prices $5.00, $6.50, $8.00, $10.00 and $12.00.
Top Coats, $5, $6, $8, $io•and $12.
Golf Suits, $4 to $6. Unlined Blue Golf Coats, $2, $2.50 and $3.00.
We manufacture all our pants and can save you from soc to $1 per pair. We have the nobbiest line of neckwear made.
Golf llats and Caps, Trunks, Suit Cases, Grips, Umbrellas and Mackintoshes; in fact the finest line of up-to-date
goods to he found in the city. A look at them will convince you that the place to save a dollar is at
T• CLARK & CO
SUCCESSORS TO OAK & CLARK.
30 Broad Street, Bangor, Me.
• ...krz....4•
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JAMES A. ROBINSON & SON,
custom tailors,
Manufacturers of Fine Ready Made Clothing,
U. of M. Cadet Uniforms, and Cos-
tumes of all kinds.
Our Men's Furnishing Department
IS COMPLETE WITH ALL THE
NOVELTIES OF THE SEASON.
If there is anything new in the market we
are sure to have it.
Special Discount of 10 per cent. to all
students.
JAMES A. ROBINSON St SON,
Manufacturing Clothiers,
Wheelwright & Clark's Block, Bangor
We are Headquarters for High Class
LADIES' AND GENTS'
Custom = =
= = Calloring.
We also carry a complete
and up-to-date line of
READY-MADE CLOTHING, GENTS' FUR-
NISHINGS, HATS AND CAPS.
 
Photograph
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS
fr;(-141.4,B. O. & O. CARS PASS OUR DOORS TRYGoldberg Clothing Co.,
the
Walk= Over $3.50.
Shoe
-
0000000000 • 00
000000000000
$s.00 Quality in C411, Patent
Leather and Calf for $3.50.
We have a new Shining Stant
. . . FREE SHINE . . .
TO ALL OUR PATRONS.
Mitchell Chissell,
Sign of the Big Gold Boot,
60 MAIN STREET, BANGOR, ME.
-C4
A WELCOME GIFT IN ANY HOME
SONGS OF ALL THE COLLEGES
Everyore lik-s co:lege song, 2nd th:s book is an
ideal gift to p!ace on the piano 1r cne's friends to
cnjoy, even though one sings not at all himself
: OTR, IN TASTEFUL TF„SIGN FOR CRRISTMAC OR BIRTIMAY
111 the NEW .011;, $1 50 p stp2icf All the ot.t,son$!,
AT ALL BOOK STORES AND MUSIC DEALERS
c,•nt on ally tie PublisheP-t
HINDS & NOBLE. 414 Cooper Institute. New York City
S. itoca,eks ,f twilit/pert at one alert
IF YOU WANT A GOOD . .
20 Central St., = BANGOR,ME ' BANGOR, MAINE
Situ/cuts, M1ro/H..7.c those who patronize us.
THE CAMPUS
N. T. Worthley, jr.
Optical Specialist,
BATH, - MAINE
OL.DTOIALN
WATCH REPAIRING!
All work first-class and warranted
No job too difficult. All kinds of
Optical work. Oculist's prescriptions
filled
ADOLF PFAFF, 25 HAMMOND STREETBANGOR, MAINE.
J. Fitzgerald, 38 MAIN STREET,BANGOR.
IIE.114U'ARTERS FOR
MEN'S FINE FURNISHINGS.
Hats, Caps, Gloves, Nightshirts, Hosiery, &c.
Men's and Ladies' Neckwear a Specialty.
The Place to Lunch or Meal when inget your Bangor
01081011 EgabliS4111010 C. E. ADAMS'
Is AT
Ladies' Cr Gentlemen's Garments
Cleaned, Dyed, Repaired and
Pressed in Up-to-Date Style.
E. W. Gould, Main St., Oldtown,Nein. B. & A. It R. crossing
Formerly with the Bangor Dye house.
THIS IS AN AGE OF LOW PRICES AND
GREAT VALUES.
Cabinet PNtos, $1.50 per dozen. filossy finIsh.
Cabinet Photos, $2.50 per dozen. Dull finish.
Frank C. Weston, P H 0 T E?AGNRGAso PR HER,
DINING ROOMS LUNCH ROOMS
54 Main Street. 6 Hammond Street.
/ BICYCLES,BICYCLE SUNDRIES,
1 BICYCLE REPAIRING
4-••••-•  -• *AI. • • * • * • • -•-•-•-+*--•-•-•-•4b
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
: FRED C. PARK,
•
•
•
•
• ***** • • • • 4
MILL STREET, ORONO.
To Punt and Make Good Gains, Call on
Larry Gibbons, Custom Tailor
Clothing Cleansed, Pressed and Repaired
BY SKILLED WORKMEN.
I also carry a fine line of
Ready—lade Clothing and (-tents' Furnishings
Fine line of samples to select from.
I guarantee a good fit.
Workmanship first-class.
Bring in your cloth and have a suit made.
H. F. GIBBONS, No. 7 Folsom Block, Old Town.
Advertisers want to know if their advertiscm cut is noliced by the students.
111
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THE CAMPUS
Hew firm
new Goods
W. J. LARGAY and GEO. L. MUNCE
invite the College Students to call and ex-
amine their new line of
CUSTOM AND READY MADE
: CLOTHING :
SEE OUR LINE OF
NECKWEAR,
GLOVES and
FURNISHINGS
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
LARGAY (Sc MUNCE,
23 STATE ST., BANGOR, ME.
A. J. DURGIN,
DEALER IN
Furniture, Hardware,
DRAFTING INSTRUMENTS,
PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
14 ani 20 Main St., ORONO, MAINE
J. N. V. LANE,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
Instruments. Batteries, Insulated Wires
and Line Equipment.
54 STATE STREET, BANGOR, ME.
TELEPHONE 112-2.
T H E
Bicycle Emporium
•
Bicycles, ;
Fishing Tackle:
AND
Athletic Goods4
E4.154-04-0+111+411+•-••••••÷1114-114-411
22 HAHLOW ST., BANGORE. H. DAKIN, Proprietor.E. M. ESTABROOK, Manager.
We sell the Orient, her Johnson, White, Eagle,
Clipper, Rambler, Crescent, Etc,
Bicycle Repairing
BY EXPERT WORKMEN.
PLEASE GIVE US A CALL. . .
9
Druggist and Apothecary.
Bookseller and Stationer.
Agent for Kodak Cameras. Photographic Supplies.
19 CENTRE ST., OLD TOWN, ME.
H. M. BURNHAM
71 UNION STEAM LAUNDRY,
Finely Equipped—Most Careful Employees.
Laundry Bags,
Lists and ,)i•
Information ,
Work Collected Monday, delivered Thursday; Collected Thursday, deliveredSaturday. The only laundry "on the Campus." which makes two
Collections a Week.
W. R. Bartlett, 209 Oak Hall.
GEO. E. WEBSTER, Prop.
154 'lain Street, OLD TOWN, ME
When purchasing of our advertisers mention The Campus.
THE CAMPUS
E
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For
%dolts'
Rooms
Need a Toilet Set? Need a Slop Jar?
I Need a Cuspidor? Need a Lamp to
E study by? 'You'll find the right thing
here at the price you want to pay
• P. H. VOSE & CO.,
I 59 MAIN STREET, BANGOR.
“Walk in and look around."
Eutililluit11111111.111111111111111111111LUUliuliUulUILUulUiU1111111111141111111Allii111110
If you want to dress well and still not pay
extravagant prices, go to
3. Waterman,
161, 163, 165 Exchange St., Bangor,
where the largest stock of
Nobby Suits
Raglans AND
Overcoats
Can be Found at POPULAR PRICES.
Boston Dye House Co.,
Ten Per Cent. Discount to Students. 101 CENTRAL STREET,
Mention The Campus and it will greatly (1c;I';1
Originators of Education by mail 
the International
correspondence Schools
Of Scranton, Penn.
Paid Up Capital . $1,5oo,000
OVER A 0Z,TARTER OF A MILLION
OF STUDENTS AND GRADUATES
78 DIFFERENT COURSES
Price of Courses Reasonable
Terms of Payment Easy
For full particulars and a free descriptive catalogue,call
or address the Bangor local office
89 main St., Room s, Bangor, me.
A J. I. \12,!. A 0. WING, Asst.
THE NEW STYLES!
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
TAILOR-MADE CLOTH.NG
glIERE is only one way to get an idea of the complete-ness of our stocks and the smallness of our prices,
and that is to .spend a little time in the store. You are
welcome whether you buy or not. We are here to see
that you get what you want, when you want it and at the
right figures. We are not here to be undersold by any-
body.
Miller & Webster Clothing Co.,
Edwin N
John 1. Webster. 23 Mercantile Square, Bangor
Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes, Rubbers,
FINE MILLINERY AND
FANCY GOODS.
.4 .4 PRICES ALL RIGHT. .4 Joi
W. ii. HEALD, Mill St., Orono.
IF YOU WANT
Coloring, Cleansing or Pressing,
I I \ II
BANGOR, MAINE
)o1s
' )11.! 1, 1!)
11.1.1C.t all
t.
ljS
mplete-
r prices,
You are
e to see
id at the
by any-
.
.0.,
Bangor
rono.
tssing,
MAINE
THE CAMPUS
HELLENBRAND V Co
OLD TOWN, 7vV.,
UP-TO-DATE ot FURNISHERS.
ALL THE LATENOVELTIES IN Collars, Cuffs and Neckwear.
Special inducements in way of discounts to U. of M. Students.
HELLENBRAND & CO., Old Town, Me.
Globe Steam Laundry,
PORTLAND, ME.
..............•••••.**-411+:
1 
THE LARGEST
AND 
;
BEST EQUIPPED 4
•
LAUNDRY
IN THE STATE.
WE COLLECT MONDAY MORNING AND DELIVER
THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
Baskets at Alpha, Beta, Mt. Vernon
Houses, Oak Hall and Averill's Store, Mill
Street, Orono.
Slips, Bags, Etc., can be obtained of
H. E. COLE, Agent,
311 OAK HALL
Cameras,
1)110tOffrill)11SPhotographicraphic Supplies
, 
Pictures and Frames.
WORK GUARANTEED.
SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS.
J. F. GERRITY & CO.,
Public I.ihrary Building BANGOR, rIAINE
GILLOTT'S PENS
THE MOST PERFECT OF 1.1,N ^ ,
HAVE GAINED THE
GRAND PRIZE
Paris Exposition, 1900.
Is the ITizhest Prize ever A,%ar.1.,.1 to Pens.
9
Portrait Photography
IS NOW A QUESTION OF
HIGH GRADE produced by expert artists using the best
materials, under personal supervision
and aiming for Quality.
LOW GRADE made by inferior help, with cheap ma-
terials, aiming for the word Profit at
least expense.
WThe name on your photos marks your choice.
Heath Studio, 6 State St., Bangor.
HIGH GRADE PORTRAITS.
PLATINUM OR CARBON.
Warm Cloves
for winter wear are here in abundance—thick fur gloves,
buckskin and reindeer gloves, gloves with soft warm
linings and some without.
Perhaps you do not know just the kind of winter
glove you'd like the best. Here are all the popular kinds,
all the prevailing styles, and there's a standing invitation
for you to come in and look them over to your heart's
content. You'll find it a real warm line throughout.
Lyford 6* Woodward,
83 ilammond St , Baulor.
Mention The Campus and it will greatly assist us.
THE CAMPUS
+++++++++++++++++++++ 17+4- 4
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-10 Watch us! We are after your money!
We don't want to separate you from it by giving you chloroform, but we will exchange the
Best and Lowest Priced Clothing
in the country for it. You don't believe it? Then come in and see! But mind you, we are going to aim a
"Solar Plexus" at your pocket book. Don't dodge for we mean business and are bound to catch you for a
Suit, Overcoat or Sweater,
4* or a pair of Shoes, or a Cadet Uniform. Yes, we will do this by giving you more for your money than you
t can ever get elsewhere. We are enable to undersell our competitors by doing our own work and no rent to pay.
Nobby Winter Fancy Check Cassamere Suit, $12.00 for $ 8.50
4* Handsome Brown Covert Cloth Top Coat, $12.00 for $1o.00
+ and many more plums equally ripe and juicy.
If you can't withstand temptation don't look at these goods, for the bargains are so tempting that before
vou know it you are suited, sold and satisfied.
Special discount to students and faculty. +
t LEI/MLLE BROS., The Wilde=Awake Clothiers 4.+
÷ ME MARIE CERTRAIL DEPOT, DENA NNE. 44-
+
4++++++++++++++++++++++++H'i +44-1
Cotrell & Leonard,
472 to 478 Broadway, ALBANY, N. Y.
MAKERS OF
caps, Gowns and boods
to Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Columbia, University of
New York, Wellesley, University of Chicago, University
of Michigan, University of Minn., University of Wis.,
Williams, Dartmouth, Amherst, Tufts, Trinity, Uni-
versity of Vt., Johns Hopkins, Mt. Holyoke College,
Bates, Colby, Bowdoin and others.
Illustrated Treatise, Samples, !leisure Blanks, etc.,
on Application
Makers Under the New Inter-Collegiate
Cap, Gown and Hood System.
Gowns for the Pulpit and Bench
Our Holiday Line
IS NOW READY FOR YOUR INSPEC-
TION, EVERYTHING IN
Steins,
Tobacco Jars,
Ash Trays,
Reading Lamps,
Toys,
Games,
Chafing Dishes
AND Xmas Novelties
Your Patronage Is Solicited.
BANGOR DEPT. STORE,
52 MAIN ST., A. B. CRAOIN, Mgr.
.s7ut1ents, patronize those who patronize us.
BANGOR
THE CAMPUS
Book Binding.
We bind any kind of a Maga:int.
or Book in any style of Binding.
do it well and at prices to suit you.
Mail orders will receive prompt atten-
tion. Write for prices.
F. A. LANDERS, Public Library Building,BANGOR, ME.
High Ideals
lead to success in life and in fountain pen manu-
facture.
Waterman Ideals
are not high—in price—but in quality they are
beyond the reach of rivalry.
Gold Medal and Highest Award st the International Exposi-
tion UniverseIle, in Paris, 1900.
L. E. Waterman Co La srze,•, Man till's in the world.
155-157 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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CHAS. A. DILLINGHAM.
154 Exchange Street, Bangor. Me.
TELEPHONE 56-4.
50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE
• PATENTS
TRADE MARKS
DESIGNS
COPYR:GHTS &G.
Anyone sending PI sketch and de.crupt ion may
quickly aseertain our opinion tree whether ma
invention is pr holly (“niniiiniea-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest natency for securing patents.
Patents taken thronith M 
 & Co. receive
special notice, without charge. In the
Scientific Rmerican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. I ;“-vest cir
culation of any scientific palms!. Terms. IP a
year; four months, $1. Sold try all newsdealer..
MUNN & Co 361 Broadway. New York
Branch owe. 425 F St., %Washington, 1).C.
If
You
Want
Anything in the Jewelry Line
Your Watch Repaired
A " Frat " Pin
Your Broken Eye-glasses Repaired
Your Eves Fitted With Glasses
WON THEN, CALL ON 
W. C. BRYANT.
Jeweler and Optician,
46 MAIN STREET, BANGOR
•• We are hound to sativfy you."
ll'hen purchasing of our advertisers mention The Campus.
'
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